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Abstract—In this paper, we present an inverse synthetic aperture
radar (ISAR) reconstruction method from compressively sensed
data using a new dictionary that takes into account rotational
acceleration. Unlike traditional compressed sensing (CS) ISAR
imaging methods, where the dictionary either ignores this acceler-
ation or assumes the scatterers as static, our method can deal with
maneuvering motion consisting of rotational acceleration. The
method can also focus images when data are not acquired in a
continuous frame. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated
by analysis. Simulation examples verify this analysis and show that
the presented method can focus data consisting of scatterers under-
going rotational acceleration.

Index Terms—Compressed sensing (CS), inverse synthetic
aperture radar (ISAR), moving object imaging, rotational
acceleration.

NOMENCLATURE

Range time.
Azimuth time.
Central frequency.
Slant-range distance to the geometric center of the
object.
Azimuth distance to the geometric center of the
object.
Range distance to the geometric center of the object.
Chirp rate.
Pulse length in range direction.
Pulse length in azimuth direction.
Speed of light.
Rotation angle.
Rotation rate.
Rotational acceleration rate.
Effective rotation rate.
Effective rotational acceleration rate.
Number of rotation rate samples.
Number of rotational acceleration rate samples.

.
Range-compressed raw data for a single point .
Radar-target distance for nth point.
Original dictionary.
Mismatched dictionary.

Original reflectivity vector.
Reconstructed reflectivity vector.
Reconstructed reflectivity vector in the presence of
mismatch.
Number of samples in range time.

.
Final focused reconstructed reflectivity.
Sampling matrix.
Number of rows of .
Pixel position.
Frequency resolution.
Reflectivity estimate with and .
Noise vector.

< > Inner product.
Iteration number on OMP reconstruction.
Residual at kth iteration of OMP.
Reconstructed reflectivity vector at th iteration of
OMP.
Signal estimate at kth iteration of OMP.

.
Rotational acceleration rate mismatch.
Rotational rate mismatch.
Cubic chirp rate.
Sampling time.
Equivalent frequency, such that .
Chirp rate mismatch leading to zero correlation.
Rotational acceleration rate resolution to avoid
performance degradation.
Maximum cubic chirp rate to avoid performance
degradation.
Cubic chirp rate leading to zero correlation.
Pixel position displacement corresponding to
mismatch.
Pixel position displacement when the correlation is
zero.
Inter-pixel position displacement due to acceleration
rate mismatch.
Inter-pixel position displacement due to cubic chirp
rate.
Maximum acceleration for which the traditional
methods can reconstruct without degradation.
Step-size for rotational acceleration rate in
simulations mean square error (MSE).

I. INTRODUCTION

C OMPRESSED/COMPRESSIVE sensing (CS) [1]–[6]
states that a signal, which is expressed sparsely in a

certain basis or transform can be acquired at a rate below the
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Nyquist rate and still be reconstructed by a specifically designed
nonlinear recovery algorithm. The sampling consists of random
projections or undersampling, whereas the recovery algorithms
include linear programming [1], orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) [7], Bayesian methods [8]–[10], etc.

CS has been extended to inverse synthetic aperture radar
(ISAR) imaging that consists of generating focussed images of
moving targets. It has been shown to reduce acquired ISAR data
size, compensate for missing data and obtain high-resolution
images from the reduced data that is not possible using traditional
Fourier transform (FT) reconstruction. ISAR CS reconstruction
has been presented in a number of references and we present a
brief overview of these references in the following paragraphs.

In [11], it is shown that ISAR is suitable for CS application due
to the presence of a few scatterers in a weak background, which
renders the imaged scene as sparse. The author also explains that
making use of CS concepts, an ISAR system can be constructed
to image multiple objects in time-domain multiplexing. In [12],
the authors show that CS can be used to reconstruct SAR and
ISAR images using random or jittered undersampling in along-
flight direction. The authors further show that using CS, we can
obtain ISAR image with better resolution compared to using
traditional imaging with full data. In [13], the authors propose
sparse imaging for spotlight SAR model, where imaging can be
point enhanced to image point scatterers and region enhanced to
reduce speckle noise in static targets. This technique can also be
used to deal with ISAR imaging. In [14], CS is applied to ISAR
image reconstruction and it is shown that whereas lower sam-
pling rate simplifies the image acquisition in along-flight direc-
tion, it can lead to a considerable loss of image form. In [15], it is
shown that CS can be applied to simplify ISAR imaging in both
along-flight and across-flight directions. In [16] and [17], CS is
applied for designing a high-resolution ISAR imaging system,
where CS reconstruction processes data obtained using sparse
stepped-frequency waveforms. In [18], the case of CS ISAR
reconstruction in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is dealt with
using reweighted minimization.

In [12]–[18], CS is used for the case where traditional transla-
tional and rotational motion compensation have already been
carried out for ISAR data, or scatterers are assumed to be static
during the imaging time; CS reconstruction is used in the place of
traditional FT-based reconstruction to improve the resolutionwith
reduced data. However, this assumption requires the use of a
continuous frame of a small portion of the cross-range data, which
will not only lead to a loss of image form, but will also not be
applicable when data are randomly missing or data are acquired
from an ISAR systemmaking use of time-domainmultiplexing as
suggested in [11]. Contrary to these references, in [19]–[21],
sparse 2-D processing is applied to compressively sensed ISAR
data that contain rotationalmotion; OMP is used as reconstruction
algorithm in [19] and [20], whereas in [21], the authors use
weighted minimization. These references do not require the
scatterers to be static during the imaging duration; however, they
assume the rotation rate to be constant and ignore rotational
acceleration rate, which will be present in any ISAR imaging
scenario consisting of maneuvering motion. Whereas the existing
references can provide high-resolution imaging using less data,
they cannot deal with targets undergoing complex maneuvering

involving rotational acceleration. In addition, ifmore data are used
to avoid a loss of image form, the techniques presented in these
references will give defocussed images.

The sensitivity of CS reconstruction to dictionary mismatch,
i.e., when the elements in the dictionary and those in the data are
different, has been shown in [22] and [23]. Reference [22]
demonstrates that reconstruction error in the presence of dictio-
nary mismatch increases linearly with the mismatch. Reference
[23] shows that for a Fourier dictionary, reconstruction perfor-
mance degrades considerably when a mismatch exists. Due to
this reason, it recommends examining the effects of mismatch on
radar imaging. In [24], we have carried a preliminary analysis for
SAR and ISAR, but the effects of mismatch on the reconstructed
result due to mismatch are not described.

The contributions of our paper are:
1) We present a CS ISAR imaging method in the presence of

rotational acceleration rate. It is important to consider this
acceleration to deal with complex maneuvering motion.
We develop the dictionary that can be used in such a
reconstruction. The dictionary consists of randomly under-
sampled chirp functions multiplied by linear phase func-
tions. The use of this dictionary leads to focussed images
even when the data contain targets undergoing rotational
acceleration. A dictionary based on chirp pulses is shown
to be suitable for CS applications in [25]; therefore, this
dictionary is suitable for application of CS ISAR imaging.

2) Simulation examples show that our method can generate
focussed images in the presence of such acceleration com-
pared to existing methods that deal with a very small
rotationalacceleration rate.Moreover, unlike someexisting
CS ISAR reconstruction methods, our method can focus
images when data are not acquired in a continuous frame.

3) We further analyze the sensitivity of the reconstruction to a
mismatch of rotational acceleration rates in the dictionary
elementswith respect to parameters in actual data. Through
a theoretical analysis, we show that this mismatch leads to
intra-pixel and inter-pixel shifts. This sensitivity analysis
defines the resolution of rotational acceleration rate used to
construct the dictionary, thus reducing unnecessary
oversampling of the rotational acceleration rate in the
dictionary, as well as any reconstruction degradation due
to intra-pixel and inter-pixel shifts. According to the best of
our knowledge, this theoretical analysis has not been
carried out in existing literature on CS ISAR imaging.

4) The reconstruction performance and the analysis are
validated numerically through simulation examples that
contain unknown rotationalmotion consisting of rotational
acceleration.We analyze the performance of ourmethod in
the presence of dictionary mismatch. We also show its
performance with respect to sparsity and SNR. Imaging
examples are further used to validate our method.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
formulation of moving target imaging problem in case of ISAR
usingCS. Section III presents the proposed dictionary and carries
out a sensitivity analysis of the reconstruction with respect to a
mismatch of rotational acceleration rate. Section IV gives
numerical and imaging examples with simulated ISAR data,
followed by conclusion in Section V.
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II. CS ISAR RAW DATA MODEL

An inverse SAR images an object by transmitting electromag-
netic pulses and processing the returned pulses. We consider a

of length given as follows:

where is the range time,
is the carrier frequency, is the speed of light, and is the chirp
rate. is the total number of samples in the pulse. The received
pulse is reflected from a scatterer at a slant-range distance . The
scatterer has a reflectivity . This signal, after demodulation, is
given as [26]

The radar moves and transmits these pulses at time instants
given by azimuth time . The radar-target distance is denoted as

, where is the
time interval at which each pulse is transmitted and is the
total number of samples in the azimuth direction. The received
signal in 2-D form is given as

where is the azimuth envelope length. The radar-target
distance for the nth point of the object is [27]

represents the slant-range distance to the geometric center of
the object. and denote the range and azimuth distance of the
point from the geometric center, respectively. is the
rotation angle. Translational velocity is assumed to be compen-
sated using traditional methods and is not considered.

In this paper, we approximate in the presence of
rotational acceleration as follows:

represents the rotation rate of the nth target and is the
rotational acceleration rate.

Note that in existing CS ISAR imaging methods, the last term
is absent. Later, we shall show by analysis that this term is
important to deal with rotational motion. The radar-target
distance can then be written as

The standard CS ISAR raw data signal model can bewritten as

where is a sparse vector of size that contains reflectiv-
ities for each scatterer in the imaged scene having different
motion parameters. is a partial random unit matrix and
represents an undersampling of the received data. It has a size

where < , and denotes measurement noise, is
an dictionary in which the signal is sparse. It contains
response of moving targets for every scatterer in the scene with
each considered motion parameter in 1-D form given by (8),
where
and

As < , (7) is an under-determined problem. It can be
solved if:

1) The reflectivity vector is sparse.
2) For a sparsity level , the number of measurements

should be

3) The matrix should observe restricted isometric prop-
erty (RIP), whichmeans that the columns of the matrix
should have low coherence. This property is satisfied by
randomgaussianmatrices, Fouriermatrices, chirp function
matrices, etc.

The reflectivity reconstruction can be carried out as follows:

where is written as to emphasize that the entries of
the dictionary depend on rotation and rotational acceleration rate.

In Section III, we develop a dictionary to reconstruct com-
pressively sensed ISAR data according to the above equation.

III. ISAR MOVING TARGET IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING

CS IN THE PRESENCE OF ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION

A. ANewDictionary for Rotational AccelerationCompensation

We consider only the first part of the exponential term
in (3) and any envelope from range-compression is ignored. The
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range-compressed raw data for a single point can be
written as

. The total raw data can be
written in a matrix form as

or

in case of undersampled data. The individual elements in
should take into account the rotational acceleration, beside
rotation rate. Let be defined as the effective
rotation rate. It can be further written as , where
gives the pixel position of the scatterer and is the frequency
resolution. In addition, we define as the effective
rotational acceleration rate and the total number of samples are
denoted as and for rotation and acceleration rates,
respectively.

Equation (10) requires adictionary to take into account rotation
rate and rotational acceleration rate. For a single value of , the
dictionary element is given by (14) at the bottom of
the page. The complete dictionary consists of generating

for all the possible rotational acceleration rate values
and is stored as a 2-D matrix, where . This
is given as (14) shown at the bottom of the page

Therefore, the dictionary consists of chirp pulsesmultiplied by
linear phase functions. Using this dictionary, we apply CS
reconstruction along azimuth direction for each range bin as
these bins are already aligned in range direction after transla-
tional motion. This reduces the dictionary size as now the
reconstruction is carried out in 1-D only for each range bin.
Reconstruction is carried out using OMP that consists of select-
ing elements one by one from the dictionary to optimize the
signal approximation iteratively. The dictionary element giving
the maximum correlation is selected and its contribution is
removed from the data. The following correlation is carried out
at each iteration :

< >

where is set equal to the input raw data and consists of
the selected indices of . The size of is . A new
signal estimate is obtained by selecting the elements of

corresponding to as . The size of is
. The following problem is solved:

where represents the estimate at iteration and is given as

The size of is . The estimated contribution is
removed from the data as follows:

The size of is . This process is continued as long
as the change in energy of the residual after each iteration is
significant. The result is given as an vector:

This vector consists of sub-vectors of length corresponding
to scatterers that have a single effective rotational acceleration
rate, i.e.,

where

represents the reflectivity estimate of an element with
and as the effective rotation and rotational acceleration rate
parameters, respectively. Equation (20) can be rearranged into

vectors of size to show the estimated reflectivities at
different combinations of positions and rotational acceleration
rates. These vectors of size may also be summed to give a
final focussed reconstructed result, shown as follows:

where . OMP reconstruction is repeated for each
range bin to generate a final focussed 2-D ISAR image.

Compared to existing CS ISAR reconstruction, the presented
method has the following advantages:

1) We do not require the target to remain static during a short
acquisition time, which limits the number of scatterers that
can be recovered leading to a loss of image form.
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2) Unlike the approach in [14]–[18], we do not require the use
of a continuous frame of data that is not suitable if we want
to compensate for randomly missing data or use random
undersampling that can be utilized to image multiple
objects in time-domain multiplexing [11].

3) We consider rotational acceleration that is present in case
of maneuvering targets and is ignored in [14]–[20].

4) We do not depend on focusing methods such as image
contrast maximization or entropy minimization, which
may require an initial estimate that should be reasonably
close to the actual solution [29], [30].

B. Sensitivity Analysis of Rotational Acceleration Rate
Mismatch in the Dictionary

As the rotational acceleration rates used for generating the
dictionary elements are discrete, we examine the sensitivity of
the reconstruction to a mismatch in rotational acceleration rate.
This means that instead of actual rotational acceleration of the
scatterers in the data, the dictionary has elements corresponding
to and as a result, the raw data are not matched to
the assumed signal model. This sensitivity analysis can be used
to define the minimum rotational acceleration rate resolution
in the dictionary. This analysis is important as a certain amount
of mismatch can destroy the results. It can be further used to
reduce the dictionary dimensions by avoiding unnecessary
oversampling.

The effects of mismatch on reconstruction can be seen by
considering two dictionaries: 1) data are originally sparse;
and 2) the data are incorrectly assumed to be sparse.We ignore
the downsamplingmatrix and consider only a single element to
be present in the reflectivity vector . The actual raw data can
be written as

The result ofmaximizing the correlation output of with as
given in (16) will give a matrix entry that is best correlated with
the element corresponding to . The solution by norm
minimization is given as

that is shown below, assuming to be orthogonal

Therefore, the mismatch causes the result to be different from
actual reflectivity . The difference of this reconstruction
depends on the correlation between actual and mismatched
dictionary elements given by .When there is nomismatch,

will give an identity matrix resulting in exact
reconstruction.

In the following sections, we consider two cases of mismatch:
1) the mismatch is due to a mismatch in effective rotational
acceleration rate; and 2) the mismatch is due to mismatch in both
position and rotational acceleration rate.

1) Correlation of Two Elements With Mismatched Rotational
Acceleration Rate: Consider correlation of two dictionary
elements at the same position given by but mismatched

rotational acceleration rates and . The elements are
and

. The result of correlation is

< >

where is the sampling time. The result of this correlation is
another chirp signal with chirp rate . For a high
value of , the result will be very close to 0 as the negative and
positive oscillations of the chirp signal cancel one another. The
limit required to avoid this effect is such that the exponential
function in (26) does not have a high number of oscillations. This is
possible if the following condition is met:

This limit is based on the fact that a time-bandwidth product
greater than 100 ensures that the amount of oscillations in a
chirp function are large enough to cancel one another except
near a stationary point [28]. In such a case, the sum in (26) will
be very small resulting in amplitude degradation of the estimate.
Therefore, in order to avoid this amplitude degradation, we can
infer that the time-bandwidth product should be much less than
100 as given by (27).

If the limit in (27) is not exceeded, the effects of mismatch can
be seen by considering the result of the summation in (26). For
this purpose, we approximate the chirp signal by a linear phase
function. The equivalence between both is calculated by consid-
ering the minimum phase of the chirp function as 0 and the
maximum phase as .We consider the second function with
linear phase as also having the minimum phase as 0 and a
maximum phase as . In order for the linear phase function
to approximate the quadratic phase function, the minimum and
maximum phase values should be the same. This is only possible
when the equivalent frequency of the second linear phase
function is given as

The linearized version of the chirp can be written as

can be further written as , where indicates
the pixel position corresponding to the mismatch . In this
case, the result of correlation in (26) is

Please note that increases as the mismatch given by
increases, therefore, with the increase of mismatch, the value of
correlation decreases. The amplitude of the reconstructed result
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will be miscalculated and reduced by a factor of
. The result would be 0 when

or

where . Using the relationship among , and ,
the corresponding chirp rate mismatch when the correlation
would be 0 is

As the correlation would be 0, the actual position given by
will not be selected leading to spurious results.

2) Correlation of Two Elements With Mismatched Position
and Rotational Acceleration Rate: Consider the following
correlation of two dictionary elements at different positions
and and mismatched rotational acceleration rates and .
The dictionary elements are
and . The correlation is
given as

< >

and the result can be written as

< >

where and is described in Section III-B1.
From the relationship given in (28), we can see that the chirp
function with chirp rate can be seen equivalent to a linear
frequency signal , i.e., (34) can be written as

< >

As a result, whenever , the result of the
correlation will be a maximum value. The implication of this
result is that a mismatched rotational acceleration rate value will
produce maximum correlation with an inter-pixel shifted element
of the dictionary resulting in reconstruction at another azimuth
position , where is given as

or

3) Summary of Mismatch Effects: Based on the above
discussion, the effects of mismatch on reflectivity reconstruction
for a single element can be summarized as

1) Let , where is the pixel position.
When the rotational acceleration rate mismatch is less
than , it causes a shift less than the limit in
(31). The reconstructed result will be

leading to a loss of amplitude.

2) Once the rotational acceleration ratemismatch exceeds
, the shift will lead to two effects:

a) An inter-pixel shift in the reconstructed signal given as
, where is the floor operation.

b) An amplitude loss by a factor of
, where is the modulo operation.

The reconstructed result will be

3) In order to avoid the loss in amplitude as well as a
mispositioning of the reconstructed result, the dictionary
can be created such that the resolution of the rotational
acceleration rate used for creating the dictionary elements
is less than the limit given in (33), i.e.,

<

or

<

An example demonstrating the mismatch effects is shown in
Fig. 1, where a single scatterer is considered in a vector of length

. MSE is calculated between actual and reconstructed
results as follows:

where is given by (37) and (38). Mismatch is varied as a
fraction of . The fractions are in a step-size
of and then from in a step-size of .
MSE increases until the mismatch reaches and eventually
reaches a roughly constant level afterward. This is because is
the required limit to avoid degradation.Once this limit is exceeded,
the error reaches a maximum value.

Fig. 1. Theoretical MSE versus rotational acceleration rate mismatch. x-axis
represents the mismatch as proportion of . MSE reaches a
maximum at and reaches a roughly stable level.
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4) Limitation of Traditional Method in the Presence of
Rotational Acceleration: Existing references assume that the
data are acquired over a small continuous azimuth time such that
the movement of the scatterers can be neglected or they assume
uniform motion. As a result, rotational acceleration is totally
ignored. Consider the correlation of two dictionary elements at
the same position given by . One element consists of rotational
acceleration and is denoted as

, whereas the second element consists only of rotation
rate and is denoted as . The result of
correlation is

< >

Using (27), we can see that the maximum rotational
acceleration rate in order to get a result without degradation is

or

which means that traditional algorithms can only reconstruct
image from data containing rotational acceleration if the
target has maximum acceleration less than the limit given in
(44). Compared to this, our method does not require any such
limits.

C. Limitation of the Proposed Method

The proposed method can deal with ISAR imaging where
the motion consists of constant acceleration and the received
signal consists of quadratic chirps [31]. However, in the presence
of significant 3-D rotational motion, the applicability of
the proposed method is limited, as such a type of motion leads
to cubic chirp signals in addition to the quadratic chirp signals
[31]–[33]. In this case, the received signal can be written as [32]

where is referred to as the cubic chirp rate in this paper. The
proposed method ignores the cubic chirp term while focussing
the received raw data. The limitation of themethod can be studied
by considering the correlation of two elements having the same
rotational velocity and acceleration rate and , respectively.
One element also consists of the cubic chirp rate and is denoted as

, whereas the
second element consists of rotational velocity and acceleration
and is denoted as . The result
of correlation is

< >

A larger will lead to higher oscillations of the resulting
signal in (46), which will result in a significant decrease in the
amplitude of the reconstructed result. In order to get a result
without degradation, the maximum value of the cubic chirp rate
should observe the following limit:

or

This limit of the maximum value is based on our observation
that the sum in (46) decreases similarly as the sum of quadratic
chirps, as in (26). Therefore, the proposed algorithm can only
reconstruct image from data where the limit in (48) is not
exceeded.

When the value of the cubic chirp rate in the received signal is
less than this limit, its presence can cause amplitude loss and
inter-pixel shifts, similar to (38). This can be seen by approxi-
mating the term by a linear phase function

, where . Similar to the analysis for calcu-
lating mismatch effects, we can see that the presence of the cubic
chirp signal can give a zero value of correlation with a dictionary
element. This will occur when the value of the cubic chirp rate
in the received signal is less than given as

When is less than , the reconstructed result will undergo an
amplitude loss given as , where .
When is larger than , there will be an inter-pixel shift

given as

Therefore, for , the reconstructed result in
the presence of a cubic chirp signal will be

where the 1st term represents amplitude loss and the 2nd term
represents inter-pixel shift.

D. Remarks

The analysis show that rotational acceleration rate mismatch
leads to amplitude loss and position displacement. The dictio-
nary should be created with maximum spacing between adjacent
rotational acceleration rate as less than the limit in (40). We also
show that the traditional method of CS ISAR imaging can only
deal with a rotational acceleration rate given by the limit in (44).
In addition, we show the limitation of our method in the presence
of cubic chirp signals and analyze the effects of its presence. Our
method can reconstruct images without any degradations if the
cubic chirp rate is less than the limit in (49). In Section IV, we
carry out a performance analysis of our method and verify the
sensitivity analysis.
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E. Computational Complexity

The computational complexity at kth iteration can bewritten as
1) Equation (16) consists of multiplication of vector

with each entry of matrix. The computa-
tional complexity is given as .

2) Equation (18) consists of multiplication of and
matrices, inverse of the resulting matrix of size

, multiplication of matrix and vector,
and multiplication of matrix and vector. The
computational complexity is given as

.
3) Equation (19) consists of multiplication of matrix

and vector. The computational complexity is .
The total computational complexity is

that can be approximated as . It can be seen
that this computational complexity increases with the number of
samples and number of points in the reflectivity vector.
These number of points will increase with decreased spacing of
the rotational acceleration rate, hence, the computational com-
plexity increases with decreased rotational acceleration rate
spacing. However, we have shown that this decreased spacing
is necessary to avoid image degradations. In addition, the limits
given in (44) ensure that we do not decrease this spacing more
than what is required. This avoids any unnecessary increase in
computational complexity.

IV RESULTS

A. Numerical Results

One dimensional ISAR data of length are simulated
according to the following parameters: chirp rates in the dictio-
nary vary from 4.9 to−4.9MHz/s, sampling frequency is 20 kHz
and pulse length is 12.8 ms. 50% of the cross-range data are used
for CS reconstruction.

The result with traditional and proposed CS ISAR reconstruc-
tion dictionaries is shown in Fig. 2 when the acceleration rate is

0.0031 MHz/s. Both methods work well. When the rotational
acceleration rate is increased to 3.1 MHz/s, our method is able to
focus all scatterers, whereas the traditional method is unable to
estimate any of the positions and amplitudes. This is so as
according to the limit given in (44), traditional technique will
only work when the rotational acceleration rate is much less than

. In Fig. 2, the traditional reconstruction
works reasonably well as the rate is below this limit, whereas
in Fig. 3, it is above this limit. The proposed method works well
in both cases.

Next, we consider varying amounts ofmismatch in chirp rates.
We examine the reconstruction degradation in the presence of the
mismatch using MSE calculated between actual and recon-
structed results. The rotation acceleration rates in themismatched
dictionary vary from to in a step-size of

, and then with a step-size of till
, where . is 38 kHz/s and is

equal to . The number of scatterers is 8 and the
amplitude is chosen as having a unity mean with random
variations. Raw data are simulated with randomly placed scat-
terers having different rotational acceleration rates. Reconstruc-
tion is carried out using the mismatched dictionary.

Experimental MSE calculated between actual and recon-
structed result is shown in Fig. 4. It follows the same general
trend as the theoretical MSE in Fig. 1. It increases till

and reaches a roughly stable level afterward.
The reason is that initially the mismatch causes an intra-pixel
shift and the error increases due to this shift. When the mismatch
reaches , it creates a pixel-level mislocation as

. As there is total misalignment between actual
and reconstructed results, MSE reaches a maximum and stays at
this level. In case of a dictionary generated by ignoring the
acceleration rate, this error will always stay at a maximum
constant level. The experimental MSE follows the same trend
as the theoretical one shown in Fig. 1, which validates the
analysis carried out in Section III.

Fig. 2. Comparison between traditional and existing CS ISAR reconstruction
methods when the rotational acceleration rate is

from (44). Both methods perform well.

Fig. 3. Comparison between traditional and existing CS ISAR reconstruction
methods when the rotational acceleration rate is >

from (44). Existing method is unable to estimate amplitude and
position.
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An example of this shift is shown in Fig. 5 with a mismatch of
. It can be seen that with this mismatch, the recon-

structed result is shifted by a single pixel compared to the actual
position. This confirms the analysis carried out in Section III and
shows that as long as the resolution of the rotational acceleration
rate in the dictionary is less than the limit calculated in Section III,
we shall be able to get focussed results with amplitude and
position close to those of the scatterers in the actual data.

We compare reconstruction performance with respect to SNR.
We select randomly the positions of the scatterers and fixed the
amplitude of the scatterer. Noise with varying variance is added
to the background scatters. Raw data are simulated at varying
SNR with 50% undersampling, i.e., 128 pulses are retained for
subsequent reconstruction. SNR is varied from 0 to 20 dB in a
step-size of 2 dB.MSE between actual and reconstructed result is
shown in Fig. 6. MSE decreases with increasing SNR and

reaches a constant level after 8 dB. This shows that our method
requires a minimum SNR of for satisfactory
reconstruction.

Next, we compare MSE with varying sparsity. SNR is fixed at
20 dB and sparsity is varied from 2 to 30. MSE between actual
and reconstructed results is compared using 25% and 50%
downsampled data, i.e., we use 64 and 128 pulses, respectively.
It can be seen in Fig. 7 that in general MSE is lower when 50%
downsampled data are used as more number of pulses leads to
better recovery of scatterers. Using more pulses leads to a slower
increase of MSE versus sparsity, compared to using 25% data.
This is true especially around the sparsity level of 10–12, where
the same level ofMSE is at twice the sparsity level with 50%data
compared to 25%data. This is because usingmore pulses leads to
recovery of more scatterers, hence, the error is lower with 50%
data. After 10–12 sparsity level with 50% data, the MSE
increases more rapidly. Similarly, after sparsity level with

Fig. 4. Experimental MSE versus rotational acceleration rate mismatch. x-axis
represents the mismatch as proportion of . MSE reaches a
maximum at and reaches a stable level due to inter-pixel shift.

Fig. 5. Effects of rotational acceleration rate mismatch on OMP reconstruction
with a mismatch of . A single-pixel shift between actual and
reconstructed result can be seen.

Fig. 6. MSE versus SNR.

Fig. 7. MSE versus sparsity for 25% and 50% downsampling.
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25% data, the MSE also increases more rapidly. This is so as
according to (9),with and ,we can recover a
vector of sparsity level and using and

pulses, respectively. This further demonstrates that
using more pulses leads to better recovery of scatterers. As more
pulses are necessary to focus a highly maneuvering target
consisting of rotational acceleration, it will also lead to better
recovery of scatterers compared to the case where rotational
acceleration is ignored.

We also show the performance of our method in the presence
of cubic chirp signals. We simulate signals containing cubic
chirp rates and examine the reconstruction degradation using
MSE calculated between actual and reconstructed results. Ac-
cording to the parameters of simulated data, and

. The cubic chirp rates in the simulated data
start from and then vary from to in a step-
size of , and then with a step-size of till

. Raw data are simulated with randomly
placed scatterers having different rotational acceleration rates

and cubic chirp rates. Reconstruction is carried out using the
proposed dictionary.

Experimental MSE calculated between actual and recon-
structed result is shown in Fig. 8. It increases till and reaches
a stable level afterward. Initially the increasing cubic chirp rate
causes amplitude loss and the error increases. When the cubic
chirp rate exceeds , it creates single or multiple pixel-level
mislocation of the reconstructed result. Due to misalignment of
actual and reconstructed results, MSE reaches a maximum and
stays at this level.

An example of this shift is shown in Fig. 9 with a cubic chirp
rate of . It can be seen that the reconstructed result is
shifted by two pixels compared to the actual position. This
confirms the limitation analysis of our proposed method carried
out Section III and shows that as long as the cubic chirp rate in the
signal is less than , we shall be able to get focussed results with
amplitude and position close to those of the scatterers in the
actual data.

B. Imaging Results

We also present examples with 2-D ISAR data of size
pixels used in [27]. These data have been widely used

in published literature for validating results and contain unknown
and uncompensated rotational motion with rotational accelera-
tion. Thus, they are close to real data containing rotational
motion, of which we do not have any prior knowledge. In the
traditional scenario, focussing can be carried out using an FT in
cross-range direction. However, in case of uncompensated
rotational motion, such an operation will give an unfocussed
image as shown in Fig. 10.

This can be circumvented by either using rotational motion
compensation or using less data in the cross-range direction,
which will lead to a focussed image at the expense of degraded
cross-range resolution. It has been suggested in [14] thatCScanbe
used to help in this scenario by replacing FT with CS-based
reconstruction, assuming scatterers as static and ignoring any
rotational acceleration rate. In this case, the dictionary only

Fig. 8. ExperimentalMSEversus cubic chirp rate. x-axis represents themismatch
as proportion of . MSE reaches a maximum at and reaches a
stable level due to inter-pixel shift.

Fig. 9. Effects of cubic chirp rate on OMP reconstruction with a mismatch of
. A two-pixel shift between actual and reconstructed result can be seen.

Fig. 10. FT-based reconstruction using complete azimuth data. Defocussing is
evident.
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consists of linear phase exponential functions. The result of
replacing FT focussing with OMP-based reconstruction is shown
in Fig. 11, when 10% cross-range data are used. It can be seen that
the image is better focussed but less scatterers are now visible.
Thus, there is a tradeoff between resolution of reconstructed result
and the number of reconstructed scatterers. In addition, this is only
useful when data are collected in a continuous frame. When data
are acquired randomly, the assumption of scatterers being static
will not hold. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12, which shows image
reconstruction with randomly collected 10% cross-range data. It
can be seen that the method totally fails to focus the ISAR image.

Next, results are presented using 50% of the cross-range data
that will lead to recovery of more scatterers compared to the
previous case; the assumption of the scatterers being static can no
longer hold in this case. This can be seen by the reconstructed
image assuming scatterers to be static as shown in Fig. 13. The
image is not properly focussed.

For subsequent simulations, we use a dictionary consisting of
different chirp functions corresponding to rotational rates as well
as linear phase waveforms corresponding to the position of the
scatterers. The chirp rates in the dictionary vary from 4.9 to
−4.9 MHz/s. The step-size is 64 kHz/s. This dictionary
can focus moving targets. The image obtained using this dictio-
nary is shown in Fig. 14. This image is used as a reference image
for reconstruction in presence of mismatch later on.

We further demonstrate the validity and the utility of the
analysis carried out in Section III. Images are reconstructed using
a mismatched dictionary. The chirp rate that will cause an inter-
pixel displacement of reconstructed results is .
Therefore, it is expected that anymismatch greater than 38 kHz/s
will cause noticeable degradations. The mismatch is varied as a
proportion of and reconstructed results are
used to calculated MSE. Initially, the mismatch is varied from

in a step-size of , and then from

Fig. 11. OMP-based reconstruction using 10% azimuth data acquired in a
continuous frame. Scatterers are assumed as static. Result is better focussed but
less scatterers are visible.

Fig. 12. OMP-based reconstruction using 10% randomly acquired azimuth data.
Result is not focussed.

Fig. 13. OMP-based reconstruction using 50% azimuth data and assuming the
scatterers to be static. Image is not properly focussed.

Fig. 14. Reference image constructed using the proposed dictionary and no
mismatch.
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in a step-size of . The resulting MSE
between reference and reconstructed images is shown in Fig. 15.
It can be seen that MSE increases to a maximum at , and then
stays at a roughly constant maximum level, which is the same
behavior shown by theoretical and experimental MSE calculated
previously.

Next, we give 2-D imaging examples in the presence of
mismatch. The reflectivity and the positions givenby the reference
image are used to generate raw data with rotational acceleration
rate mismatch compared to the original dictionary. This rotational
acceleration rate mismatch is chosen by varying the step-size
in the dictionary as a fraction of . We carry out
reconstruction with a dictionary that uses upsampled rotational
acceleration rates from the original reference dictionary used for
producing Fig. 14. The reconstructed images are compared with
the reference image by overlapping both the images.

Reconstructed images at different mismatch proportions are
shown in Figs. 16–18. First, we upsample the rotational acceler-
ation rate such that the step-size . This ensures
that the maximum rotational acceleration rate mismatch that can
occur is . Reconstruction of the raw data containing
rotational acceleration rate mismatch using this dictionary gives
the image shown in Fig. 16. The reconstructed image almost
completely overlaps with the reference image, which shows that
the step-size is sufficient to deal with mismatch. Another
image using a dictionary with rotational acceleration rate step-
size is shown in Fig. 17. In this case, the
maximum mismatch that can occur is . Fig. 17 shows
some amount of mispositioning as the mismatch is greater than

. In Fig. 18, the reconstructed image is formed using a
dictionary created from rotational acceleration rate having a
spacing of , which means that the maximum

Fig. 15. Experimental MSE versus rotational acceleration rate mismatch. x-axis
represents the mismatch as proportion of . MSE reaches a
maximum at and reaches a stable level due to inter-pixel shift.

Fig. 16. OMP-based reconstruction using 50% azimuth data and
. No mispositioning between actual and reconstructed image can be

seen.

Fig. 17. OMP-based reconstruction using 50% azimuth data and
. Mispositioning between actual and reconstructed image can

be seen.

Fig. 18. OMP-based reconstruction using 50% azimuth data and
. A high mispositioning between actual and reconstructed image can

be seen.
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mismatch that can occur is . Themispositioning between
actual and reconstructed images is evident that clearly shows that
the step-size is not sufficient to deal with the mismatch.

When the mismatch exceeds the calculated limit as in Figs. 17
and 18, the mispositioning is greater. It shows that the limits
calculated in Section III are accurate and can be used for practical
dictionary design. The analysis carried out in Section III and
these results demonstrate that the dictionary used for reconstruc-
tion in case of ISAR should have chirp rates placed at a step-size
of less than .

We show performance using real data of size pixels
shown in Fig. 19. The data have already been motion compen-
sated and an FT is needed to focus the data. Results using FT and
OMP are shown in Figs. 20 and 21, where 25% of the data in
cross-range are used. It can be seen in Fig. 21 that the recon-
structed image has better resolution compared to the image in
Fig. 20, although in regions A and B some scatterers are not
identified due to noise. The reconstructed image using OMP also
shows some spurious scatterers due to the presence of noise.

However, we would like to point out that in such a situation,
better reconstruction can be achieved using improved CS recon-
struction algorithms. An example is shown using Bayesian
matching pursuit (BMP) algorithm [9], [10] in Fig. 22. The
reconstructed image shows that using BMP gives a less noisy
reconstructed image.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present CS for ISAR imaging in the presence
of rotational acceleration. We show that a dictionary based on
shifted chirp pulses can carry out CS ISAR imaging in such a
case, whereas the existing methods can deal with only a very
small rotational acceleration rate. In addition, unlike existing CS
ISAR reconstruction methods, the presented method can focus
images when data are not acquired in a continuous frame. We
further carry out a sensitivity analysis of the method and show
that a mismatch between rotational acceleration rate in the
dictionary elements and actual parameters in the data causes

Fig. 19. FT-based reconstruction using complete Azimuth data.

Fig. 20. FT-based reconstruction using 25% Azimuth data.

Fig. 21. OMP-based reconstruction using 25% Azimuth data.

Fig. 22. BMP-based reconstruction using 25% Azimuth data.
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amplitude reduction and mispositioning of scatterers. We calcu-
late the minimum rotational acceleration rate required to achieve
results without any major degradation. Numerical and imaging
examples verify the analysis and show that our method can
effectively deal with rotational acceleration if the dictionary is
created with rotational acceleration rate spacing less than the
calculated minimum rotational acceleration rate.
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